THE COMMONWEALTH RESOUNDS
Pre-CHOGM Visit to Rwanda
July 12th – 25th 2018

9 July (London)
Alison Cox met High Commissioner Yamina Karitanyi to brief her on The
Commonwealth Resounds (TCR) and her forthcoming Rwanda visit. The High
Commissioner offered very constructive partnership suggestions and kindly
arranged a facilitating letter. This introduction proved extremely helpful enabling
logistics, arranging meetings and building invaluable contacts in Rwanda. Alison
also received assistance from other Rwanda High Commission staff including
Emmanuel Ruhumuliza and Phionah Mutesi.
12 July
Alison Cox, Martin Wess (Trustees, The Commonwealth Resounds) and Michael
Hill (Geographical Consultant) travelled to Rwanda, spending two weeks
assessing potential partnerships and the aspirations of Rwandan musicians and
organisations in preparation for a major project associated with CHOGM 2020.
This document records TCR’s visit, for sharing with partners and others planning
projects in Rwanda.

From arrival, we felt at home in Rwanda: a beautiful country with delightful
people who are gentle and friendly, and strong community support for honesty,
cleanliness and order. We were delighted to discover an abundance of fascinating
art, music and culture in every region that we visited.

Hotels, restaurants and cafés are affordable; most had high catering standards.
Four excellent hotels which we would highly recommend
1) Yambi Hotel and Resort, Kigali www.yambihotel.com. Helpful manager;
excellent food; staff keen and attentive; good internet facilities.
2) Home Saint Jean, Kibuye http://homesaintjean.com-rwanda.com/ on the
shores of Lake Kivu. Beautiful location with private access to Lake Kivu.
Comfortable basic rooms; helpful staff but slow service at mealtimes.
3) The Garden Place Hotel, Musanze http://thegardenplacehotel.com/ clean,
spacious hotel, with easy access to the town and friendly, dedicated staff.
4) The Anthurium Residential Hotel, Kigali: no website yet: 1 KN 159 Street,
Kigali; telephone +250 783000582. Anthurium is new, with very high
standards, affordable, and a wonderful manager called Patrick who went out
of his way to make guests feel comfortable. We strongly recommend it.
Wildlife in Rwanda is abundant; we saw many beautiful birds and lizard, fascinating
trees and colourful flowers. Gorilla-viewing excursions are priced around £2,000 to
prevent unsustainable mass tourism and to bring in revenue for the country.
Rwanda has a high percentage of young people; average life expectancy is 60 years
old.
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13 July
(Morning) Kigali Genocide Memorial Centre: powerful and moving. A quarter of a
million people are buried here. We felt strongly that a suitable musical tribute to the
victims of genocide should be part of our CHOGM 2020 proposal. (Green Hills
Academy has performed at its amphitheatre – 40 performers on stage possible. Note
it is a burial ground. KGMC is run by a UK NGO, The Aegis Trust.

The Kigali Genocide Memorial Centre
(Afternoon) Visit to the NIYO Arts and Cultural Centre in the Gasabo region of
Kigali www.niyofoundation.org
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Imaginative artwork on the walls of the NIYO Centre
NIYO Cultural Centre staff train former street children in drumming and dance.
When the children become proficient, NIYO organises external performances for
them, offering opportunities and raising funds for their subsistence and
education. We were invited to return for a rehearsal on the following day.
Kigali Library: based very near the NIYO Centre and is impressive. Shokola Café
in its rooftops: www.shokolacafe.com hosts cultural events, especially storytelling – a good potential CHOGM 2020 event venue. We visited both of these.
14 July
Return visit to NIYO Cultural Centre: Rehearsal and Meeting
A wonderful morning watching a dance and drumming rehearsal; met the young
people and Niyonsenga Pacifique, NIYO’s Founder, a drummer who is a former
street child and (thanks to a sponsor) now a successful Rwandan performer. Mr
Pacifique created NIYO to help children from similar backgrounds to himself.
NIYO said they started by taking children off the streets and find families to look
after them. Now they support their education and training. NIYO adopts high
standards and appeared well-run and deserving. It has attracted overseas
sponsorship, especially from US charities, and is a potential CHOGM 2020
partner.
Mr Pacifique would be very willing to help NIYO and TCR run a Commonwealth
project
Niyonsenga Pacifique: paciniyonsenga@yahoo.fr
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Young drummers and dancers rehearsing at the NIYO Cultural Centre, Kigali
15 July
Mashirika Performing Arts and Media Company
Met Hope Azeda and Sam Kyagas from Mashirika Performing Arts and Media
Company www.mashirika.com/ (Mashirika has visited the UK twice, including to
Holocaust Memorial Centre in Notthinghamshire.) They were in the middle of the
three-day Ubumutu (‘Humanity’) Arts Festival www.ubumuntuartsfestival.com we were grateful to them for making time for a meeting. We were delighted to attend
their Festival’s final evening.
Hope and Sam trained at Uganda’s Makerere University and have Arts Management
degrees. This is unusual in Rwanda, where we believe there are no current artsrelated courses at university level. Their training makes Hope and Sam much in
demand in Rwanda. Mashirika projects are extensive and multi-disciplinary. They
adopt a flexible approach, allowing for creativity and development. Partners include
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the British Council, Rotary International and Leeds University. They also mentioned
cultural partners in Uganda.
TCR, although music-based, also has a flexible approach; performances often include
dance, theatre and other arts. We wish to create sustainable projects and on-going
partnerships rather than one-off work whenever possible.
More discussion followed about TCR’s experience and vision for CHOGM 2020, and
the Commonwealth’s approach to culture. TCR will lobby the Commonwealth to
consider more sponsorship and development for cultural programmes in future
strategy.
We discussed education in Rwanda and elsewhere. Hope thinks arts education
remains insufficiently regarded as a career option in Rwanda in schools or beyond.
A positive legacy of CHOGM 2020 would be to challenge this perception. Possibly we
might be able to jointly persuade the University of Rwanda to create an arts-based
training programme, either on its own terms or based upon existing courses run at
Uganda’s Makerere University. (Three years ago, David Wald, a UK lawyer, was
working on an arts foundation degree at the University: current status unknown).
Alison mentioned the new International/Commonwealth Composition Prize, to be
launched in partnership with the ABRSM in 2018/19. We plan to create a composition
teaching programme to be run in some Rwandan schools as a pilot. This could help
raise awareness and increase participation. Hope and Sam were interested in this.
We considered ideas for CHOGM 2020. All agreed that events should be based on
existing programmes that we know will work.
Some possible collaborative projects between Mashirika and TCR:
A Commonwealth Performing Arts Festival, based upon the Ubumutu Festival at
the Kigali Genocide Memorial Centre. Ubumutu includes participants from all over the
world and is successful and well regarded. Hope Azeda is an experienced Festival
Director; Mashirika Performing Arts and Media Company could take a valuable role in
any Festival.

Portable staging on the amphitheatre, ready for the Ubumutu Festival.
A very similar format could be used for a Commonwealth Performing Arts Festival
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Spectacular performances from around the world at the Ubumutu Festival
TCR could partner with Mashirika to attract Commonwealth ensembles to take part in
such a festival. It could be rebranded for CHOGM – for example, ‘The Ubumutu
Festival Resounds with the Commonwealth’. Applicants from different
Commonwealth countries could be proposed by Alison and her team and approved by
Hope, Sam and their team. The Ubumutu Festival has international contacts, including
many from Commonwealth countries who might be able to take part.
Performers would have to offer items that were a) sympathetic to the vision of the
Genocide Memorial Centre and b) suitable for an audience of Commonwealth visitors
and Rwandans.
This festival structure could be replicated in other regions with suitable facilities – for
example the Ethnographic Museum in Huye (estimate 2-3 hour drive from Kigali on
a good road). Performers and instruments could be transported between Huye and
Kigali in buses subject to funding.
Another idea we discussd was a Commonwealth Cultural Forum.
For CHOGM 2018, TCR organised the first-ever Commonwealth Music Forum, with
50 participants at the Royal Over-Seas League in London:
www.commonwealthresounds.com/news/commonwealth-music-forum/
Alison Cox has previously discussed with members of London-based Commonwealth
organisations how it may be possible to run other special-interest Forums in future
CHOGMs. For CHOGM 2020, a group of Commonwealth organisations called the
Cultural Cluster are considering a Commonwealth Cultural Forum, bringing
together music, dance, theatre, arts education, arts and business.
We compared sponsorship. Both Mashirika and TCR have partners who could be
approached for such a programme. These include Rotary International, PPL, The
British Council, The International Federation of Musicians and the Royal OverSeas League. We propose also to approach the Rwandan CHOGM Task Force for
core project funding.
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16 July (afternoon)
We travelled from Kigali to Huye (Butare) by local bus, which took about three
hours, passing through beautiful mountainous countryside and villages.
Arriving in Huye, we visited the deservedly well-known Enthographic Museum and
were warmly welcomed and hosted throughout the day by Mr Isaac Matsiko, the
Manager. http://www.museum.gov.rw/index.php?id=68
This fascinating living museum is an ideal way to learn about traditional Rwandan
culture, all superbly presented in beautiful park grounds and in the museum itself.
Mr Matsiko kindly gave us a tour of the facilities, of craft-making skills and
workshops. This museum could enable CHOGM delegates to observe the skills of
Rwandan craftspeople and purchase their work.

Traditional Rwandan buildings recreated at the Ethnographic Museum

Traditional baskets for sale, made by young people working at the Ethnographic
Museum, and a pottery-making kiln house
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The Ethnographic Museum would be a wonderful base for a Commonwealth event
outside Kigali. Mr Matsiko indicated that he would be willing to host something of
this kind, subject to CHOGM Task Force approval. The Ethnographic Museum has
ample space, which could be used for cultural displays and demonstrations of
Commonwealth arts and crafts or small performances by TCR and local musicians.
The museum could involve the local community and host international delegates. It
is surrounded by a secure fence and has also hosted VIPs on previous occasions.

The beautifully appointed grounds of the Ethnographic Museum

The impressive entrance to the Ethnographic Museum
In Huye we visited the biggest cathedral in Rwanda, Our Lady Of Wisdom, built in
the 1930s to commemorate the life of Queen Astrid of Sweden. This would be a
wonderful performance venue during CHOGM 2020 - possibly for multiple choirs.
See comments later in this report.
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Our Lady of Wisdom Cathedral, Huye
17th July
We had to travel by car to Lake Kivu, because there were no buses running from
Huye.
On the way, we stopped at the King’s Palace in a small town called Nyanza, with
elegant traditional and more modern royal palaces and long-horned cattle (Inyambo).
These cows are treated with great respect; the cow-minder sings special songs to the
animals to keep them calm. One of these songs was performed for us during our visit.
We also heard a group of brilliant traditional drummers rehearsing for a performance
to celebrate the visiting President of Mozambique. The Manager of the King’s Palace
was very helpful indeed and gave us a brief tour.
We thought that The King’s Palace would be an excellent and relevant place for the
CHOGM Task Force to consider taking visiting Heads of Government and/or their
partners.
TCR is also considering whether to try and compose Commonwealth music based
upon the cow songs. This would of course need permission from the cow-minders!
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Palace at Nyanza and a cow-minder with his charge

Drummers rehearsing for a Royal visit at Nyanza
When we arrived in Kibuye (Karongi), Lake Kivu’s landscape and scenery was
spectacular. We stayed at the Hotel Saint Jean, close to the Catholic Church of St
Pierre, one of the main 1994 Genocide sites, and commonly known as the
Genocide Memorial Church. It is difficult to equate the beauty and tranquillity of
the environment with such horrific events. The church is a dignified, moving
tribute to its history; likewise the burial site outside.
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Home Saint Jean has small but attractive conference facilities and pleasant
accommodation. Potentially it could host a Commonwealth Music or Cultural Forum.
The Church of St Pierre could provide a venue for a specially-themed Commonwealth
concert or musical service.
20 July
From Kibuye, we travelled by bus to Musanze (Ruhengeri), where we found helpful
school-age students willing to show us around. We explored fascinating back streets,
a lively market packed with stalls selling Rwandan fruit, vegetables and other
delicacies, and an area humming with sewing machines where brilliant seamstresses
created copies of our favourite clothes perfectly.
On the first day we discovered the enterprising Inshuti Arts and Culture Centre,
next to Volcana, one of the best organised and characterful eating places we visited in
Musanze (‘best dining option in Musanze’ – Trip Advisor).
Inshuti had no website at the time of our visit, but they are a well-known local
resource:
www.facebook.com/Inshuti-Arts-And-Culture-Center-Ltd-343494832744264
The Inshuti Arts and Culture Centre was created by a enterprising artist called
Kalungi Godfrey, and has an art gallery, musicians, dancers and space for workshops
and projects. Every weekend they serve drinks and food, and entertain people with
music and dance. As well as Kalungi Godfrey, other artists are able to work there too.
Inshuti and Volcana collaborating would provide an excellent opportunity for a
workshop, concert and art exhibition followed by a meal for visiting Commonwealth
delegates or young people. Between them, these two modest but excellent venues
offer a very interesting perspective on Rwandan culture and cuisine.
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Artwork, dancers and sculptures by Kalungi Godfrey at Inshuti, including a
large gorilla made out of kitchen forks welded together, an elephant made
from car tyres and a giraffe created from plastic water bottles.
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Our hotel was very close to the Cathedral Notre Dame de Fatima, and the St John
the Baptist Cathedral plus some excellent church schools and choirs in this area,
which we visited and greatly enjoyed hearing.

Cathedral Notre Dame de Fatima
There is considerable potential for a CHOGM 2020 concert involving multiple
choirs.
For CHOGM 2007 in Uganda, churches collaborated with TCR on ‘Churches
Together for CHOGM’. This resulted in a moving large-scale choral performance
in Namirembe Cathedral, with different churches represented.
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Also, Rwanda has itself hosted multiple choirs, for example in its ‘One Song
Festival’ in 2016. Both events could provide ideas for churches’ involvement in
CHOGM 2020.
TCR includes a Commonwealth Festival Choir brand that could be used to link
Rwandan choirs as an ‘umbrella’ name for CHOGM 2020. In 2017, we commissioned a
‘Commonwealth Chorale’ that is easy to sing and accompanied by strings.
Maybe a Rwandan composer could be invited to write a new choral piece for CHOGM
2020?

Cathedral School choir rehearsal with dancing choral trainers!
23 July
After three very pleasant days in Musanze, a bus took us to Kigali for the final two
days, where we had several meetings.

Tea plantations photographed from the bus en route to Musanza
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24 July
Alison Cox went to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and had a very useful, enjoyable
meeting with Diyana Giteri, Director-General of Multilateral Affairs.
Diyana asked about Alison’s experience running CHOGM-related cultural events in
different countries since 2005. Diyana understandably could not make commitments
at this early stage, but Alison promised to share this report with her, and offer
suggestions from an international perspective that may help CHOGM 2020’s planners.
25 July Two meetings:
The Injyana Ensemble provides a platform for classical music and jazz in Rwanda.
Members are active in Rwanda and overseas. We were delighted to meet Rwandanbased Lauren Richardson (Injyana Orchestra leader; American; teaching privately;
also ballet; at several independent schools). richardson.laurend@gmail.com who
outlined Injyana’s programmes.
Alison and Martin described TCR and suggested possible partnership programmes
involving young orchestral musicians. Lauren was receptive; a second meeting with
Injyana / Green Hills Academy took place with Stuart and Joy Bower and TCR
Artistic Advisor James Ross in London on 6 August to discuss potential CHOGM
2020 plans.

Alison Cox with Lauren Richardson in Kigali
Lauren kindly drove us to the Amahoro Stadium where we had arranged to meet
Jacques Murigande, ingangare@gmail.com Musical Director of Nyundo School of
Art and Music.
We were all fascinated to meet Mr Murigande, and it was very exciting to hear
about a residential specialist music school in Rwanda – specialising in popular and
traditional music: https://schoolofartandmusic.wordpress.com/
There are very few schools of this kind in the Commonwealth, except in the UK!
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If we had been in Rwanda for longer, Jacques would have taken us to visit the
Nyundo School. As part of its CHOGM programmes, TCR regularly includes young
musicians from the UK’s specialist music schools. Nyundo would be a very
interesting partner. Alison also warmly invited Jacques to come to the UK and visit
the Purcell School and Chethams School of Music.

Talented young jazz musicians from the Nyundo School of Music rehearsing; Alison Cox
with Jacques Murigande and young musicians from the school.
Immediately after this meeting, we went to Kigali Airport, returning to the UK.
Rwanda made a deep and lasting impression on us. We enjoyed visiting, and meeting
excellent potential musical partners with whom to plan a collaborative project during
CHOGM 2020.
Thank you so much to all those who helped and supported us and made us feel so
welcome in this beautiful, fascinating country.
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